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South Australian Participation Strategies

South Australia (SA) – have two participation strategies, which we feel have been successful in the
last year and are worth sharing with the conference.  These are Permanent courses and School
Clusters.  I will deal with each of these separately.

Permanent Courses

Description
A permanent course is a course where permanent markers are available and the public can
come and compete a course in their own time.

Background
 SA now have 20 permanent courses across the state.
 These have permanent markers in place, a sign at the start location and

downloadable maps (from the Orienteering SA web site)
 We have three areas where MTBO courses are offered. Other courses are for foot

orienteering.
 In some areas paper maps are available at the local kiosk, bike shop, council office or

at the start location.
 All maps can also be downloaded and printed from our web site.
 When downloading the user is requested to give their name and state how many

uses they expect to get out of the map. Orienteering SA use these stats to gauge
participation

 Also users have the option of giving their email address to subscribe to our weekly
ENEWS. As a result of this process we currently send out our ENEWS to over 1500
subscribers

 We have quite a lot of use from scout groups and schools
 Cost is the cost of a standard start sign with artwork completed professionally,

mapping, and markers with posts as required. Apart from the mapping cost is usually
comes to under $1500.

Issues
 Permissions (especially on parks or council properties)
 Maintenance is required.

Recommendations
We would recommend the use of permanent courses.

Attachments
Web site link is: https://www.sa.orienteering.asn.au/about-orienteering/new-to-orienteering/diy-
orienteering



School Clusters

Description
School clusters are short series of after school orienteering events held in the local area,
close to a cluster of schools.

Background
 Orienteering SA have a number of groups of schools who have involvement with us

through
o a committed teacher
o a committed parent
o sporting schools
o historical involvement

 for 4-6 weeks before our schools individual championships (in May) and our schools
relays (in September) events are offered in a geographical location close to each
cluster of schools

 one orienteer takes the responsibility for managing/coordinating each cluster
 After school activities are offered
 Parents are required to bring kids and are encouraged to be involved
 There has been some flow across from cluster orienteering to normal orienteering

events.

Issues
 Finding personnel to run the groups
 Covering costs
 Coordinating publicity.

Recommendations
We would recommend a similar programme.


